Controversy surrounds the proposal that specific human cortical regions in the ventral occipitotemporal cortex, commonly called the fusiform face area (FFA) and occipital face area (OFA), are specialized for face processing. Here, we present findings from an fMRI study of identity discrimination of faces and objects that demonstrates the FFA and OFA are equally responsive to processing stimuli at the level of individuals (i.e., individuation), be they human faces or non-face objects. The FFA and OFA were defined via a passive viewing task as regions that produced greater activation to faces relative to non-face stimuli within the middle fusiform gyrus and inferior occipital gyrus. In the individuation task, participants judged whether sequentially presented images of faces, diverse objects, or wristwatches depicted the identical or a different exemplar. All three stimulus types produced equivalent BOLD activation within the FFA and OFA; that is, there was no face-specific or face-preferential processing. Critically, individuation processing did not eliminate an object superiority effect relative to faces within a region more closely linked to object processing in the lateral occipital complex (LOC), suggesting that individuation processes are reasonably specific to the FFA and OFA. Taken together, these findings challenge the prevailing view that the FFA and OFA are face-specific processing regions, demonstrating instead that they function to individuate -i.e., identify specific individuals -within a category. These findings have significant implications for understanding the function of brain regions widely believed to play an important role in social cognition.
. Here, we present findings relevant to this second line of debate demonstrating that the FFA and OFA respond to a specific type of visual processing operation and thus are not just face-specific processing regions.
Neuromodular accounts posit that biologically dedicated regions of cortex respond selectively to specific categories of input such as faces, objects, or spatial locations (Kanwisher et al., 1997; Yovel and Kanwisher, 2004; Kanwisher and Yovel, 2006) . Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies provide support for this hypothesis with numerous demonstrations that faces produce greater brain activations compared to other categories of visual stimuli in both the FFA and OFA, particularly when observers view the stimuli passively or covertly (Puce et al., 1995; Kanwisher et al., 1997; Aguirre et al., 1998; Downing et al., 2001) . In contrast, studies of patients with severe deficits specific to facial recognition, known as prosopagnosia, challenge the proposal that face selectivity in the FFA is necessary for overt face recognition. Specifically, patients with prosopagnosia with lesions that spare the middle fusiform gyrus can produce normal FFA regions in terms of intensity of blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) signal and extent of activation (Hadjikhani and Gelder, 2002; Rossion et al., 2003; Avidan et al., 2005; Steeves et al., 2006 Steeves et al., , 2009 ).
IntroductIon
As a key element in social cognition, visual face processing receives extensive study within cognitive neuroscience. This research has led to considerable debate about the function of two particular cortical regions located in the ventral occipitotemporal lobe (VOT), the so-called fusiform face area (FFA; Kanwisher et al., 1997) and the occipital face area (OFA; Clark et al., 1996; Haxby et al., 2000) , although most of the debate has focused on the role of the FFA (Kanwisher and Yovel, 2006) . There are two primary threads in this debate. One asks whether brain activity to stimulus input reflects a distributed representation of features (Haxby et al., 2001; Hanson et al., 2004; O'Toole et al., 2005) or a modular, category specific representation (Kanwisher et al., 1997; Yovel and Kanwisher, 2004; Kanwisher and Yovel, 2006) . A second asks whether brain areas respond to specific stimulus inputs (Kanwisher et al., 1997; Haxby et al., 2001; Hanson et al., 2004; Yovel and Kanwisher, 2004; O'Toole et al., 2005; Kanwisher and Yovel, 2006) or to processing demands and operations (Tarr and Individuating faces and common objects produces equal responses in putative face-processing areas in the ventral occipitotemporal cortex
Alternative hypotheses challenge the neuromodular view of VOT organization . The process accounts propose that it is the demands of visual processing, rather than stimulus properties that drive activity within the FFA and OFA. Studies focusing on the level of categorical recognition have offered some support for this hypothesis. One specific processing account suggests that FFA activation is associated with subordinate-level processing in general and processing at the individual, identity level in particular Tarr and Gauthier, 2000) . Individuation or identity processing where category membership is limited to a single exemplar is considered the ultimate example of subordinate-level processing .
Behavioral studies have in fact shown that adults tend to use the individual level as the entry point to face processing (Tanaka, 2001) . In other words, for adults, processing a face at the individual level is the default mode and seems to be at least as efficient, if not more, than processing that face at the basic level. By contrast, the entry point for nearly all other object classes (e.g., birds, chairs) is at the basic level. Explicit tests of this individuation hypothesis by a small number of studies have yielded inconclusive results. For example, Mason and Macrae (2004) found greater activation for individuating faces compared to face categorization in right-hemisphere brain areas. George et al. (1999) observed that individuating faces produced greater fusiform gyrus activation than detecting faces within a contrast-polarity reversal task, consistent with the individuation hypothesis. Neither of these studies, however, included a condition that required participants to process non-face stimuli at the individual level. Such results are thus inconclusive with regard to whether an activation advantage for individuation over detection is face-specific or a more general phenomenon.
Gauthier et al. trained participants to be experts in identifying highly homogeneous, novel stimuli (Greebles) and showed greater activation in the FFA relative to non-experts when individuating those stimuli (Gauthier and Tarr, 2002) . This finding provides the strongest evidence to date that enhanced FFA activation may not be face-specific. However, some researchers have argued that these results do not necessarily pose a true challenge to neuromodular stimulus-specific accounts because the Greeble stimuli contain features that make them very face-like (Kanwisher and Yovel, 2006) . In addition, proponents of the neuromodular theory also have pointed out that although individuation of non-face stimuli induces enhanced FFA activation , the magnitude of this activation does not reach the level observed for faces (Kanwisher et al., 1997 (Kanwisher et al., , 1998 McCarthy et al., 1997; Grill-Spector et al., 2004; Rhodes et al., 2004) . Moreover, Kanwisher et al. found that while non-face objects did produce FFA activation during an individuation task, the greatest activation was still produced by faces (Grill-Spector et al., 2004; Yovel and Kanwisher, 2004; Kanwisher and Yovel, 2006) . Rhodes et al. (2004) addressed the individuation hypothesis by contrasting human face processing to the processing of individual Lepidoptera (i.e., moths and butterflies). They found that faces produced significantly greater activation in the FFA than Lepidoptera. However, behavioral performance for the Lepidoptera was substantially lower than that for faces in both Lepidoptera nonexperts (66.5% versus 90.5%, respectively) and experts (71.6% for Lepidoptera), raising the possibility that the activation differences arose from differences in task difficulty rather than the nature of the stimuli per se. Finally, it is difficult to evaluate the individuation hypothesis from the results of the existing studies because individuation was co-varied with the effects of expertise (Gauthier et al., 1997 or manipulations of configural and featural processing (Yovel and Kanwisher, 2004) . Nevertheless, these studies converge on the fact that while reliable FFA activation can be obtained from non-face stimuli, this activity is invariably quantitatively lower than activation for faces. This fact sustains the proposal that the FFA is specialized for face processing (Kanwisher and Yovel, 2006) .
The present study was designed to directly test the specific effects of individuation on FFA activation during face and non-face object processing with the inclusion of controls that we consider crucial for testing the hypothesis. Following the established convention in the field, we used a passive viewing localizer task to identify putative face-and object-selective regions in the VOT. Second, we asked participants to perform an individuation task on which they judged whether a pair of sequentially presented stimuli depicted the same stimulus or different ones. On different trials the pictures were of two different stimuli from the same category. On same trials the two pictures showed slightly different views of the same face, wristwatch, or other common objects. This manipulation ensured that participants were specifically engaged in individuation, and not merely picture matching -a concern that most previous studies failed to address. Also, unlike most prior studies, all stimuli were matched in terms of spectral power, contrast, and brightness to control for possible undue influences of non-critical physical characteristics on face processing. More importantly, because faces are highly homogeneous, we used sets of similarly homogeneous common objects. One set comprised wristwatches that somewhat resembled faces (e.g., circular contours, consistent features contained within the outer counter, hourand minute-arm configuration, or digital number arrangements). Another set was a collection of diverse objects (e.g., chair, cell phones). Although diverse objects were used, on any given trial participants saw a pair of objects from the same homogenous object category (e.g., a cell phone versus the same cell phone from a different view or a different cell phone) and were asked to determine whether they were of the same identity. We hypothesized that if the FFA and OFA are indeed face-specific, then faces should lead to greater activation compared to objects in both these two areas during this individuation task. However, if the areas are not face-specific but rather are engaged specifically by individuation processing, then FFA and OFA activation to faces and non-face objects should be indistinguishable.
MaterIals and Methods

PartIcIPants
We tested 17 healthy young adults. Data from two participants were eliminated from the final analyses because one participant had uncorrectable fMRI artifact in one of the individuation tasks, and one participant did not produce a reliable FFA and a lateral occipital complex (LOC) in the localizer task. The final test sample was thus comprised of 15 participants (six females) with a mean age of 24.8 years (SD = 5.7). All participants were right-handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, with no history of psychiatric or neurological disease, significant head trauma, substance abuse, or other known condition that may negatively impact brain function. The Human Research Protections Program
Passive viewing localizer task
A blocked fMRI design was used to present images of male and female faces (intermixed), diverse objects, analog and digital watches (intermixed), and scrambled stimuli. Each participant was presented two task runs using unique stimuli in each run (see Figure 1B) . Each run included eight 20-s stimulus blocks (two for each stimulus category), interleaved with 16-s fixation epochs (crosshair stimulus only), with an additional 8-s fixation block at the beginning of each run. Within each stimulus block, 20 unique images were presented. Stimuli were presented for 300 ms followed by a 700-ms fixation interval. Participants were instructed to simply view the pictures during presentation. To ensure adequate attention during the task, participants were instructed to press a button each time they observed the fixation cross that was presented during the fixation period change from a standard typeface black cross to red bold typeface cross. This occurred within each fixation period 2-s prior to the beginning of the stimulus presentation. Potential effects of this fixation period response were removed during the regression analysis. Each localizer run lasted 4:56, during which 148 fMRI volumes were obtained (TR = 2000 ms).
Individuation task
The individuation task required participants to judge whether pairs of images of faces, watches, objects, and scrambled stimuli were of the same identity (see Figure 1C) . The task was administered in three experimental runs, one each for faces, watches, and objects. Scrambled stimuli were presented in each of the three task runs. A single task run consisted of 120 trials, including 48 stimulus match trials, 32 scrambled stimulus trials, and 40 fixation-only "null" trials. Individual trials were 2900 ms in duration, including the presentation of an asterisk for 300 ms to signal the start of a trial followed by a 200 ms blank screen, the presentation of the first stimulus (i.e., "target" stimulus) for 500 ms, a 300 ms fixation cross, the presentation of the second stimulus (e.g., "probe" stimulus) for 1200 ms, followed by a 400 ms blank screen. Participants were of the University of California, San Diego approved this study. Participants provided informed consent prior to the study and were paid for participation.
stIMulI
The tasks used images of male and female faces, diverse objects, digital and analog wristwatches, and scrambled stimuli. Intact stimuli were obtained from digital pictures or digitized from photographs, and scrambled stimuli were created by randomly arranging 97% of the pixels within face, watch, and object images. All images were balanced for spectral power, contrast, and brightness to equate lowerlevel perceptual information using a customized Matlab program (see Figure 1A) . Non-identical pictures of faces, watches, and objects were used in the matching "same" trials of the individuation task (i.e., "alternate views"). These "same" pairs presented the same stimulus with modest angle and lighting changes, and in the case of faces, slight variations in neutral facial expressions (see Figure 1C) . Face stimuli (half male and half female) for the individuation task were obtained from the face database of the Psychological Image Collection at Stirling (PICS 1 ). Watch stimuli (half analog and half digital) were obtained from various sources on the Internet with all watches set to the same time (i.e., 10:09). Diverse object stimuli were comprised of stimuli selected from 40 different basic-level categories (e.g., baskets, apples, balls, whistles, vases, cameras, umbrellas, jackets, books, lamps, etc.), and were obtained from various sources on the Internet (i.e., retail store sites such as amazon.com) or photographed in the lab. Alternate view stimuli for the individuation task were all obtained from objects photographed in the lab.
General task desIGn and Procedure
The experiment consisted of two tasks conducted during fMRI BOLD acquisition. Participants always received the passive viewing localizer task followed by the individuation task. Alternate views of the same exemplar were used in the match trials (i.e., perceptually non-identical stimuli), whereas different exemplars from the same class (i.e., sex for faces, type for watches) were used in the mismatch trials.
fMRI analyses of individual participants
The fMRI data from individual participants were analyzed using a deconvolution approach (AFNI 3dDeconvolve). In the blocked design passive localizer task, the hemodynamic response function (HRF) for each stimulus condition was modeled from a gamma variate function convolved with the stimulus time series (Cohen, 1997) . For the event-related individuation tasks, the HRF for each stimulus was estimated from a series of seven spline basis functions (i.e., "tent functions") that modeled the post-trial onset window from 0 to 17.4 s (i.e., the fMRI volume acquisitions that included the stimulus presentation trial and the five subsequent post-stimulus volumes). Each task was analyzed using multiple regression that included the stimulus HRF parameters together with six parameters to account for motion artifacts (three rotation and three displacement variables), and polynomial factors of no interest (i.e., linear (all tasks), quadratic (all tasks), and cubic (individuation task)). The resulting regression weights for the stimuli were converted into percent signal values based on the voxel-wise global mean activation estimated from the regression analysis.
Definition of FFA, OFA, and LOC
The FFA was defined for each participant as the area within the lateral fusiform gyrus where face stimuli produced reliably greater activation than diverse objects and scrambled stimuli in the passive localizer task, a method that has proven in prior studies (Rotshtein et al., 2005 (Rotshtein et al., , 2007a Yue et al., 2006) to produce FFA ROIs consistent with other methods used to define face superior processing in the lateral fusiform region (for review, see Berman et al., 2010) . Similarly, the OFA defined as the area within the inferior occipital gyrus (BA 19) where faces produced reliably greater activation than diverse objects and scrambled stimuli. To correct against Type I errors, a cluster-threshold correction was applied that used a voxelwise threshold of P ≤ 0.001 with a minimum cluster volume of 225 μl resulting in an effective alpha level = 0.01 (Forman et al., 1995) . The LOC region of interest was defined as the areas within the inferior and middle occipital gyri where diverse object stimuli produced reliably greater activation than scrambled stimuli in the passive localizer task (Malach et al., 1995; Moore and Engel, 2001; Kourtzi et al., 2003; Haushofer et al., 2008a,b) . A clusterthreshold correction was applied that used a voxel-wise threshold of P ≤ 0.0001 with a minimum cluster volume of 225 μl resulting in an effective alpha = 0.001. The location of the FFA, OFA, and LOC regions from each participant were confirmed against their respective high-resolution anatomical scan to insure that voxels were restricted to the FFA, OFA, and LOC, respectively.
Analysis of individuation task ROI activity
Mean activation to each stimulus type was calculated for each participant within the FFA, OFA, and LOC ROIs for each of the six acquisition volumes estimated for the HRF. The data from each of the five ROIs were submitted to separate repeated measures analyses of variance (ANOVA) with stimulus (fixed effect), HRF time sample (fixed effect), and subject (random effect) as factors. Significant ANOVA effects were investigated using Bonferroni-corrected, pairedsample t tests (i.e., post hoc analyses). Bonferroni-corrected correlation coefficients were used for the comparison of ROI activation and behavioral performance. The effective alpha for the post hoc analyses instructed to press one of two buttons to indicate whether the probe stimulus was identical to the target stimulus shown in an alternate view (i.e., match) or was a different stimulus (i.e., mismatch). Half of the trials were match trials, and half were mismatch trials. In each run, 12 unique stimuli together with 12 alternate views of the stimuli were used (24 total pictures). In match trials, the original and alternate view of a stimulus were presented each as the target and probe stimuli during the task in two of the trials. We used alternate views of the same stimuli to prevent participants from using picture-matching strategies rather than individuation.
In the mismatch, the original and alternate view stimuli were paired with similar but different stimuli. For example, in the face runs, female faces were paired with different female faces and male faces were paired with different male faces; in the watch runs, digital watches were paired with different digital watches and analog watches were paired with analog watches; in the diverse object runs, cell phones were paired with different cell phones and chairs were paired with different chairs. The stimuli were paired with unique stimuli across trials (i.e., no pairs of mismatch stimuli were repeated). In addition, eight unique scrambled stimuli were used in each run to create 16 match and 16 mismatch trials. Each run lasted 5:48, during which 120 fMRI volumes were obtained (TR = 2900 ms). The order of face, watch, and object test runs were counterbalanced across participants.
IMaGe acquIsItIon
Imaging data were obtained at the University of California, San Diego Center for Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging using a short-bore 3.0-tesla General Electric Signa EXCITE MR scanner (Waubesha, WI, USA) equipped with a parallel-imaging capable GE eight-channel head coil. FMRI data were acquired using a singleshot gradient-recalled echo-planer imaging sequence with BOLD contrast (31 slices; 4-mm slab; TR = 2000 or 2900 ms; TE = 36 ms; flip angle = 90°; FOV = 240 mm; matrix = 64 × 64; in-plane resolution = 3.75 mm 2 ). Two 2D FLASH sequences were collected to estimate magnetic field maps and were used in post-processing to correct for geometric distortions. A high-resolution Fast SPGR scan was acquired for anatomical localization (sagittal acquisition; TR = 8.0 ms; TE = 3.1 ms; TI = 450 ms; NEX = 1; flip angle = 12°; FOV = 250 mm; acquisition matrix = 256 × 192; 172 slices; slice thickness = 1 mm; resolution = 0.98 × 0.98 × 1 mm).
data analysIs
FMRI preprocessing and analyses were performed using the Analysis of Functional NeuroImages (AFNI 2 ; Cox and Hyde, 1997) and FSL 3 (Smith et al., 2004) packages. The fMRI BOLD image sequences were corrected for geometric distortion prior to the analyses with a customized script based on the FSL FUGUE program. Motion correction, slice time correction, and three-dimensional registration were done with an automated alignment program that co-registered each volume in the time series to the middle volume of the task run (Cox and Jesmanowicz, 1999) . The images in each run were registered into standardized MNI/Talairach space, resampled to 27 mm one participant failed to produce an FFA or LOC and was eliminated from the sample. Due to the low number of participants producing a lOFA, this region was eliminated from the analysis. A composite depiction of the FFA, OFA, and LOC ROIs across participants is shown in Figures 2A-C , respectively, with descriptive statistics regarding the location and extent of the ROIs shown in Table 1 . The location and extent of activation in the ROIs is in accordance with many previous descriptions of the FFA and LOC. Activation differences between hemispheres of homologous regions were not of interest, and due to different numbers of participants providing data in homologous regions, we analyzed the results from each of the five regions separately.
The mean percent BOLD signal activation across the ROI for the four stimulus classes is shown in Figure 2 . As faces, objects, and scrambled stimuli were used to define the FFA and OFA, direct contrasts between these stimulus types were not warranted (Kriegeskorte et al., 2009 ). However, watch stimuli were withheld from use in characterizing these ROIs. The contrast of watch stimuli to faces and objects across the ROIs provides two important pieces of information. First, it establishes the reliability of face selectivity in the FFA and OFA ROIs, and it provides a reliability measure of object selectivity within the LOC ROI. Second, because the watch stimuli comprise a homogeneous class of objects relative to the diverse object stimuli, the watch contrasts allow for the evaluation and correlational analyses following correction was 0.050. Results from male and female faces were combined because each produced comparable results, and likewise for analog and digital watches.
results
PassIve vIewInG localIzer task
The behavioral task demands during the localizer were minimal and required only that the participants respond to a change in the fixation stimulus that occurred outside the presentation of the stimuli of interest. This procedure documented vigilance during the task while allowing for examination of brain activation to the stimuli of interest under passive viewing conditions. All participants correctly responded to 100% of these stimuli. We removed the brain activation effects of the fixation task manipulation via statistical regression.
The localizer task was administered to define face-selective regions within the VOT, namely, the FFA and OFA, and the object-selective regions within the LOC. Of the 16 participants that produced artifact-free fMRI data, 15 participants produced a reliable right-hemisphere FFA (rFFA), 14 produced a reliable lefthemisphere FFA (lFFA); 12 participants produced a reliable right OFA (rOFA), but only nine participants produced a reliable left OFA (lOFA); 15 participants produced a reliable right LOC (rLOC), and 14 produced a reliable left LOC (lLOC). As noted previously, of scrambled stimuli, were alternate views of the same exemplar or different exemplars from the same object class (e.g., male faces, digital watches, cell phones). A d' statistic was calculated to describe behavioral performance accuracy in discriminating same and different stimulus pairs as this measure considers both sensitivity to item similarity and response bias. Mean behavioral performance indicated that participants were highly accurate in their judgments across all stimulus types (d' mean ± SEM for faces = 4.58 ± 0.17, watches = 3.71 ± 0.23, objects = 4.44 ± 0.13, scrambled [collapsed across three runs] = 3.95 ± 0.14). A repeated measures one-way ANOVA indicated a significant main effect of stimulus, F 3,42 = 6.07, P = 0.002. Post hoc analyses indicated that performance was lower for watches relative to objects, t 14 = 3.32, P = 0.005. However, watch and object accuracies were not different from accuracy for faces, Ps > 0.05. These relatively small differences in otherwise highly accurate behavioral performance did not appreciably impact the essential fMRI BOLD findings. There was no statistically significant correlation between behavioral performance (d') and activation within any of the five regions of interest in the individuation task (peak HRF response), Pearson correlation coefficient Ps > 0.050.
The design of the individuation task tested face, diverse object, and watch stimuli in three sequential test blocks, counter-balanced between subjects, rather than intermixed within test blocks. The major drawback to the use of an intermixed design is that participants would not be able to anticipate which type of stimuli they were going to view and they would likely have to both categorize the stimuli and individuate them. Thus, BOLD activation associated with each stimulus trial might be attributed to both categorical and individuation processing, not individuation exclusively. In this stimulus blocked, event-related design, participants knew the type of stimuli that they were going to view. Their task was purely to individuate them. Moreover, there is considerable precedence in the face-processing literature for investigating different stimuli of homogeneity effects under conditions of spontaneous processing during the passive viewing task. Bonferroni-corrected, paired t tests were used for the contrast of watches to the other stimuli. Within the FFA, BOLD activation to watches was significantly less than faces bilaterally, rFFA: t 15 = 3.80, P = 0.002; lFFA: t 13 = 3.59, P = 0.003. However, the BOLD activation for watches and diverse objects did not differ in the FFA bilaterally, rFFA: t 15 = 1.01, P = 0.329; lFFA: t 13 = 1.74, P = 0.106. Within the rOFA, BOLD activation between watches and objects did not differ significantly, t 11 = 1.36, P = 0.202, but there was only a trend for faces to produce greater BOLD activation than watches, t 11 = 2.51, P = 0.029. This suggests that the rOFA may be sensitive to the homogeneity of stimuli during spontaneous processing.
The LOC ROIs defined object-preferential processing in the inferior/middle occipital gyrus area using the diverse object and scrambled stimuli. This allowed for the comparison of BOLD activation between objects, watches, and faces using Bonferroni-corrected, paired t tests objects versus faces, objects versus watches, and faces versus watches. Diverse objects produced significantly greater BOLD activation than faces within the LOC bilaterally, lLOC: t 13 = 3.32, P = 0.006; rLOC: t 14 = 3.08, P = 0.008. BOLD activation to watches did not differ significantly from that observed for objects bilaterally, lLOC: t 13 = 2.03, P = 0.063; rLOC: t 14 = 0.94, P = 0.003, and watches did not differ significantly from faces bilaterally, lLOC: t 13 = 0.78, P = 0.451; rLOC: t 14 = 1.35, P = 0.198. Thus, when defined in the traditional manner, the LOC produced a reliable object-superior processing effect relative to face stimuli. On the other hand, this effect did not extend to another class of object stimuli, watches that were more homogeneous than the diverse objects used in the localizer.
IndIvIduatIon task
Participants in the individuation task judged whether sequentially presented pairs of faces, watches, objects, or scrambled stimuli were of the same identity. The stimulus pairs, with the exception (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988 in the activation levels for faces, diverse objects, and watches at any of the other HRF time points, rFFA and lFFA: Ps > 0.050. In the rFFA, the stimulus main effect was reliable, F 3,42 = 7.24, P = 0.001, due to faces, watches, and diverse objects producing overall greater across separate experimental runs within the same scanning session (Downing et al., 2001 (Downing et al., , 2006 Grill-Spector et al., 2004) . Nevertheless, acquiring data from different stimuli in different runs raises the potential that fMRI BOLD signal differences may arise due to baseline fluctuations or context effects. To evaluate this possibility, our design included similar scrambled stimuli tested in each of the three runs. A repeated measures one-way ANOVA of the peak BOLD signal response in the estimated HRF to scrambled stimuli in each task run within each of the five ROIs revealed no significant task run main effects, rFFA: F 2,28 = 2.33, P = 0.116; lFFA: F 2,26 = 1.46, P = 0.251; rOFA: F 2,22 = 1.55, P = 0.235; rLOC: F 2,28 = 2.51, P = 0.099; lLOC: F 2,26 = 1.77, P = 0.191. This similarity in scrambled stimuli demonstrates that baseline or context effects arising from separate stimulus task runs did not influence the findings described below. Based on the similarity in BOLD activation for scrambled stimuli across tasks, the following analyses use the mean scrambled stimulus HRF from the three test runs. The results from the individuation task offer compelling evidence that the FFA responds significantly to individuation processing factors rather than face-specific stimulus factors exclusively. The mean BOLD activations across the five regions of interest over the estimated HRF are shown in Figures 3-5 (see Supplementary material for whole brain analysis of the individuation task). In the FFA bilaterally, a significant stimulus × time interaction was found in the two-way repeated measures ANOVA, rFFA: F 15,210 = 8.33, P < 0.001; lFFA: F 15,195 = 4.88, P < 0.001 (see Figure 3A) . Focusing on the peak response in the HRF shown in Figure 3B (acquisition volume 3 in Figure 3A) , post hoc analyses revealed that faces, diverse objects, and watches produced similar activation bilaterally, rFFA: Ps > 0.104, lFFA: Ps > 0.050. All three stimuli produced significantly greater activation than scrambled stimuli at the peak response, rFFA: Ps < 0.001; lFFA: Ps < 0.003. In addition, no differences were found for the faces, watches, diverse objects, and scrambled stimuli (mean from three individuation task runs) in the FFA. BOLD signal expressed in percent signal difference from null trial fixation baseline. The six acquisition volumes from the initiation of stimulus presentation were modeled. Each volume was acquired over 2.9 s (TR) that translates to the first volume acquired from 0 to 2.9 s, the second volume from 2.9 to 5.8 s, etc., and the entire HRF covered the 0-17.4 s window from the beginning of the trial. With slice-time resampling to the middle of the acquisition period, the peak HRF occurred in the third acquisition for each stimulus type in each ROI that translates to the peak response occurring at approximately 7.25 s post-trial onset. The HRF is shown with a spline interpolation for display purposes. (B) Mean peak response (third HRF acquisition volume) for the four stimuli in the FFA regions of interest. In both the rFFA and lFFA, no statistically significant differences were found between faces, watches, and diverse objects in the rFFA and lFFA. Error bars = SEM.
FIguRe 4 | FMRI BOLD results from the individuation task in the right OFA region of interest. (A)
Estimated hemodynamic response function (HRF) for the faces, watches, diverse objects, and scrambled stimuli (mean from three individuation task runs) in the rOFA. See Figure 3 for detailed description of HRF function. (B) Mean peak response (third HRF acquisition volume) for the four stimuli in the rOFA region of interest. The results are virtually identical to those observed in the rFFA in that no statistically significant differences were found between faces, watches, and diverse objects in the rOFA. Error bars = SEM. t 14 = 0.59, P = 0.567; lLOC, t 13 = 0.10, P = 0.919, and both produced significantly greater activation than faces, rLOC: Ps < 0.005; lLOC, Ps < 0.002. All three stimuli produced greater activation within the LOC than scrambled stimuli, rLOC: Ps < 0.005; lLOC, Ps < 0.007. No significant differences were found between objects and watches at any of the other HRF time points, rLOC and lLOC: Ps > 0.050. In the rLOC, diverse objects produced significantly greater activation than faces at the second and fourth time points in the HRF as well as at the peak response, HRF time 2, t 14 = 3.22, P = 0.006; HRF time 4, t 14 = 3.35, P = 0.005. In the lLOC, diverse objects and watches produced greater activation than faces in the second HRF time point, faces versus objects, t 13 = 3.64, P = 0.003; faces versus watches, t 13 = 4.16, P = 0.001. The stimulus main effect was reliable in both the rLOC and lLOC, rLOC: F 3,42 = 12.52, P = 0.001; lLOC: F 3,39 = 13.35, P < 0.001. In both LOC ROIs, watches and diverse objects produced greater overall activation than faces and scrambled stimuli, Ps < 0.050, but did not differ from one another, Ps > 0.050. In addition, overall activation to faces did not differ from that of scrambled stimuli in either LOC ROI, Ps > 0.050. The time main effect was reliable in both the rLOC and lLOC, rLOC: F 5,70 = 36.97, P < 0.001; lLOC: F 5,65 = 13.35, P < 0.001. In summary, in both LOC ROIs, faces produced significantly less activation than diverse objects and watches in the individuation task.
To summarize, the FFA and OFA results suggest that there is no difference in FFA and OFA activation to faces and nonface objects under individuation instructions. This occurred in a region defined by a standard localizer task of passive viewing as having produced reliably greater activation to faces than to objects and watches. In a region commonly associated with object processing, the LOC produced significantly greater activation for diverse objects and watches than faces. The processing differences between stimuli in the LOC suggest that individuation processing per se is not the dominant factor driving BOLD activation in this region. activation than scrambled stimuli. The stimulus main effect was not significant in the lFFA, F 3,39 = 1.08, P = 0.369. The time main effect was reliable in both the rFFA and lFFA, rFFA: F 5,70 = 72.32, P < 0.001; lFFA: F 5,65 = 36.88, P < 0.001. In summary, there was no difference in activation between faces, diverse objects, and watches within the FFA. All three of these categories produced reliably greater activation than the scrambled stimulus control.
The findings in the rOFA substantially replicated those in the rFFA (see Figure 4) . A significant stimulus × time interaction was found, rOFA: F 15,165 = 11.01, P < 0.001. Focusing on the peak response in the HRF shown in Figure 4B , post hoc analyses revealed that faces, diverse objects, and watches produced similar activation in the rOFA, Ps> 0.438. All three stimuli produced significantly greater activation than scrambled stimuli at the peak response, Ps < 0.001. In addition, no differences were found in the activation levels for faces, diverse objects, and watches at any of the other HRF time points, Ps > 0.050, with the exception that watches produced modestly greater activation than faces at the fourth acquisition, t 11 = 2.75, P = 0.019. The stimulus main effect was reliable, F 3,33 = 7.65, P = 0.001, due to faces, watches, and diverse objects producing overall greater activation than scrambled stimuli. The time main effect was reliable F 5,55 = 40.88, P < 0.001. In summary, there was virtually no difference in activation between faces, diverse objects, and watches within the rOFA. All three of these categories produced reliably greater activation than the scrambled stimulus control.
Unlike findings within the FFA and OFA for equivalent activation of face and non-face stimuli under individuation instructions, the findings from the LOC suggested reliable differences between face and object processing (see Figure 5A) . A significant stimulus × time interaction was observed in the two-way repeated measures ANOVA in both the rLOC and lLOC, rLOC: F 15,210 = 10.06, P < 0.001; lLOC: F 15,195 = 8.78, P < 0.001. Within the peak response of the HRF shown in Figure 5B , post hoc analyses revealed that diverse objects and watches produced similar activation, rLOC, based on the assumption that the sparse one-back matching task requires item-by-item individual discrimination decisions, even though behavioral responses occur only to the infrequent mismatches. We question this assumption.
The typical sparse one-back matching task, including Kanwisher and colleagues' original instantiation of it, does not adequately assess individuation processing because the match decisions always refer to the exact same stimulus whereas the mismatching decisions always refer to physically different stimuli. In these paradigms, then, match and mismatch decisions can be made purely on the basis of simple visual perceptual differences and do not by necessity entail substantive individuation discriminations. In contrast, our individuation task required item-by-item matching decisions on alternative views of the identical items; mismatching decisions were based on visually similar items in the same category (e.g., male versus another male face, analog watch versus another analog watch). We maintain that using alternative views of the same object for matching decisions and highly homogeneous though different stimuli for mismatching decision is crucial for minimizing simple perceptual matching and truly evaluating individuation processing without confounding factors.
Results from the Yovel and Kanwisher (2004) study evaluating the role of the FFA in configural and featural processing might, at first blush, appear to challenge a role for individuation in the FFA. They presented participants with pairs of faces or houses and asked them to judge whether the probe stimulus was identical to the target stimulus. Stimuli were either identical or varied in the spacing of the features (e.g., configural differences) or in the features themselves (e.g., featural differences). Their key finding was that faces produced significantly greater FFA activation than did houses regardless of the type of stimulus change, which they interpreted as evidence for the face-specificity of the FFA. However, the task manipulation they used to insure task compliance may have altered the tasks demands so as to direct participant judgments toward categorical level judgments. Specifically, a cue at the beginning of each stimulus block instructed participants as to whether the stimuli would differ in their features or in the configuration of features. This cue essentially altered the task to a decision from one requiring individuation to one in which participants decided whether or not a change took place in features or in feature spacing. This, in essence, converted the task into a form of categorization or subordinate processing task. While subordinate processing task can modulate FFA activity, past studies of subordinate processing have failed to eliminate face superior processing in the FFA (see Kanwisher and Yovel, 2006) . The results of Rhodes and colleagues contrasting brain activity for judgments about faces versus Lepidoptera also might seem to contradict the FFA individuation hypothesis (Rhodes et al., 2004) . In addition to the problematic difference in behavioral performance between the conditions, as already noted, the decision task in this study also precluded a direct test of the individuation hypothesis. Specifically, they had participants study individual exemplars of faces and Lepidoptera over several days, and then perform old/ new judgments. Studies of declarative memory using tasks such as this have shown clearly that familiarity may provide the sole basis for any given recognition judgment, rather than explicit recollection of definitive features of items or context (Yonelinas, 2002) . The difference in recognition levels for Lepidoptera versus faces in dIscussIon The present study was designed to determine whether the putative face-selective brain regions within the ventral occipitotemporal cortex (VOT) are indeed selectively responsive to faces. We find that this is not the case. More specifically, we find that although these areas appear to be face-specific when the contrast is between the passive viewing of faces versus other non-face object stimuli, this apparent specificity vanishes when the task requires object individuation. In other words, under task conditions calling for processing at the level of individual objects (i.e., are these the exact same or different object?), these putative face-selective brain regions within the VOT (FFA and OFA) are equally activated for carefully selected non-face stimuli as for faces.
Two findings from this study are paramount to understanding the functional role of the VOT in visual face and object processing. First, we showed that under task conditions that require explicit individuation of visual stimuli, both face and non-face objects produced equivalent levels of BOLD activation within the functionally defined FFA and OFA regions of interest that produced a face-superiority effect in a traditional form of a passive viewing localizer task. By contrast, this individuation task did not eliminate the object-superior processing effect (preferential processing for objects relative to faces) within the LOC, especially the left-hemisphere LOC. This pattern of results indicates that individuation processing does not indiscriminately raise face and non-face object processing to equal levels across all regions within the VOT extrastriate brain regions; it does so only in the putative face areas -FFA and OFA.
Taken together, these findings have significant implications for current models of the role of the FFA specifically in face processing, and more generally in visual object recognition. Most notably, our findings do not support the hypothesis that the FFA and OFA are specialized for face processing (Yovel and Kanwisher, 2004; Kanwisher and Yovel, 2006) because we find that this is not the case. Indeed, we found that at least under individuation task conditions, non-face objects such as watches and diverse objects generate the same level of FFA and OFA activation as faces. To our knowledge, this is the first report of face-equivalent activation of the FFA for non-face objects, despite many such attempts. Naturally, the key question is why our task induces these levels of activation to non-face objects when previous studies have not. Proponents of face-specific processing accounts have dismissed individuation as a key function of the FFA based primarily on the failed attempts to produce face-level activation for non-face objects within the FFA in presumed individuation processing tasks (c.f., Kanwisher and Yovel, 2006) . One of the early studies establishing the role of the FFA in face processing, for example, demonstrated face-superior processing in a passive viewing task similar to that presented in this study and in a task that used a sparse one-back matching task (Kanwisher et al., 1997) . In fact, the sparse one-back matching task is one of the most commonly used face-processing tasks used today; in this task participants are instructed to identify infrequent repetitions of stimuli within a stimulus block. The original finding is taken as evidence against an individuation account of the FFA because face stimuli produced greater activation within the FFA (across five subjects) in both the passive viewing and sparse one-back tasks, thereby suggesting that individual item matching did not meaningfully alter FFA responsiveness. This argument is in the FFA during passive viewing, which were both significantly less than the activation to faces. We note, however, that watches produced only a marginal difference in activation within the OFA compared to faces during the localizer task. This may suggest that the OFA may be slightly more sensitive to homogeneity factors than the FFA. Perhaps more notable than stimulus homogeneity effects, visual processing expertise also cannot explain the present findings. Our individuation task results suggest that substantial expertise is not a necessary precondition for FFA activation modulation by non-face objects as observers (presumably non-experts with either watches or our other diverse objects) produced equivalent activations to faces and non-face object stimuli when assessed under strict instructions to individuate them.
Whereas visual processing expertise does not seem to play a necessary role in engendering a heightened level of activation in the FFA, our data suggest another role for expertise. Specifically, expertise with a particular stimulus class seems to influence the entry level or default processing strategy adopted by an individual. The vast expertise for faces acquired by typical adults establishes individuation as the entry level of processing regardless of external task demands (Tanaka, 2001) . Expertise with faces appears to lead to the automatic (default) engagement of individuation processing, thereby activating the FFA regardless of the externally specified task demands. In the current study, the default engagement of individuation during face processing produced apparent facepreferential FFA and OFA activation during the passive localizer task. In contrast, given a lower level of visual processing expertise with a particular stimulus class, such as watches or diverse objects, differing tasks demands modulate the level of processing, and the associated FFA and OFA activation. Because individuation is not the entry level of processing for watches and diverse objects, only the explicit instructions to individuate items in these categories produced robust FFA and OFA activation. We observed reduced FFA and OFA activation for watches and other common objects when the task was unspecified as in the localizer task.
Data accumulating from a number of different fronts are beginning to inform the functional architecture of individuation processing for faces. An important source of such data is functional imaging studies of patients with the severe facial recognition deficits of prosopagnosia. Several reports based on a limited number of well-characterized patients with acquired prosopagnosia question a crucial role for the FFA in individuation processing as we suggest based on the present findings, and instead suggest a larger role in individuation processing for the OFA. For example, the severe facial recognition deficits of two often-studied acquired prosopagnosia patients, P.S. and D.F., are linked to lesions that include the right inferior occipital gyrus region that encompasses the territory of the OFA, but the right middle fusiform gyrus region that includes the FFA is spared in both patients (Rossion et al., 2003; Schiltz et al., 2006; Steeves et al., 2006 Steeves et al., , 2009 Dricot et al., 2008a,b) . A normal FFA has been observed in both patients obtained across multiple localizer tasks. Perhaps the most striking finding is that both patients fail to show the typical face repetition suppression effect when identical face stimuli are repeated across multiple presentations (Schiltz et al., 2006; Dricot et al., 2008a,b; Steeves et al., 2009) . Moreover, it has been observed that regions adjacent to the FFA that are not typically observed as showing face-specific processing can produce the face repetition suppresssion effect (Dricot et al., 2008a,b) .
Rhodes et al. raises the valid concern that participants made judgments for the Lepidoptera with lower confidence. It is reasonable to suggest that familiarity-based judgments do not engage individuation processing that requires explicit recollection of specific features, configurations, or holistic information. As discussed above, the entry point for nearly all non-face object classes, which would include Lepidoptera, is at the basic level (Tanaka, 2001) . Thus, the failure to modulate FFA activation for non-face objects in a task using difficult to discriminate objects with which one has minimal recollection of specific details is not strong evidence against the role of the FFA in individuation processing. Grill-Spector et al. (2004) investigated the role of the FFA in face and non-face object detection and identification, concluding that the FFA had no major role in within-category identification of non-face objects, even in people with specialized expertise with those particular objects (e.g., car experts). They asked participants to identify a specific target picture appearing in a stream of nontarget pictures drawn from the same category (e.g., other faces), stimuli from a different category (e.g., birds), or textured (nonsense) pictures. Identification was defined as a correct judgment of the target stimulus, whereas detection was defined either as judging the target as a category member without indicating it was the target or by correctly identifying a non-target stimulus as a member of a particular category (e.g., judging a car as a car). They found that faces produced greater activation of the FFA in both detection and identification. In contrast, detection of non-face objects was not correlated with FFA activation. Again, an analysis of Grill-Spector et al.'s methods leads us to conclude that they were not assessing the process of individuating non-face objects. To assess face processing, participants were instructed to identify a particular face, such as Harrison Ford, in a series of other famous faces; this is a direct test of individuation processing. Their assessment of non-face objects, by contrast, required only subordinate, categorical level processing. Specifically, their participants were instructed to identify pigeons from among a series of other type of birds. Their participants were not asked to identify any individual or particular pigeon in a series of pigeons. As a consequence, this experiment compared individuation processing in faces to subordinate processing at the categorical, not the individual, level in non-face objects. In sum, ours is the first neuroimaging study to directly compare the process of individuation for faces and non-face objects without any confounding concerns, and to find that the level of face and non-face object activations in the FFA and OFA are the same.
Our results offer new insights into accounts of FFA and OFA functions that have emphasized various processing factors. For example, the homogeneity of stimuli to be discriminated is proposed to be one factor that modulates FFA and OFA activation Tarr and Gauthier, 2000) . Stimulus homogeneity alone, however, cannot account for the present findings. All of the stimuli in our individuation task were indeed highly homogeneous. That is, we paired faces to faces, watches to watches, and similar basic-level objects to each other (e.g., cell phone to cell phone). Moreover, the results from the passive viewing task suggest that homogeneity of stimuli per se did not significantly modulate spontaneous object processing in the FFA. Watches represented a more homogeneous category of stimuli relative to diverse objects, but watches and diverse objects produced equivalent activation including posterior cingulate gyrus and middle temporal gyrus (see Supplementary material). In contrast, a larger number of regions were identified that produced object-greater-than-face activation during individuation. This may be due to the simple fact that individuation processing for non-face objects is more difficult than faces because individuation processing is not the default or typical entry point of processing for non-face objects (Tanaka, 2001) . Taken together, these findings suggest that the FFA or OFA are not the sole regions participating in individuation processing; other brain areas certainly participate in the individuation for faces and non-face objects. These brain areas may be part of a network that is enlisted as individuals process any visual stimuli at the subordinate levels with individuation engaging the network to the greatest extent.
In summary, we find that fMRI activations in the FFA and the OFA show no face specificity when faces and non-face objects are both processed at an individual (as opposed to categorical) level. Rather than being specific to faces, these brain areas play a critical role in individuation -the process of distinguishing one individual exemplar (face or otherwise) from another. It has taken this long to come to this realization because our natural tendency when we look at faces (relative to other objects) is to individuate.
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Overall, findings from acquired prosopagnosia suggest that individual identity processing, particularly for faces, is not the sole domain of middle fusiform gyrus region and emphasizes an important role for the OFA, a finding consistent with the present study. However, a recent study indicates that the OFA alone may not be the exclusive locus for face individuation processing because it may not be the locus for the face repetition suppression effect. Gilaie-Dotan et al. (2010) applied transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to the OFA region during the period between the first and second repetition of famous faces, thus disrupting potential stimulus repetition effects in the OFA during this period, and found a repetition suppression effect. This is not inconsistent with data from congenital prosopagnosia that has found relatively normal fMRI activation to faces and objects within the FFA and OFA regions despite severe facial recognition deficits, and decreased activation within the face-sensitive areas in anterior brain areas, the so-called "extended" face-processing network (Avidan et al., 2005; Avidan and Behrmann, 2009) . One region within this extended network garnering attention for a specific role in individuation of faces beyond that of simple detection is located on the extreme inferior aspects of the temporal lobe including the inferior temporal gyrus (BA 20) (Nestor et al., 2008) and/or middle temporal gyrus (BA 38) (Kriegeskorte et al., 2007) . We did not find face-specific individuation processing activation in this region (see Supplementary material). Due to its location in a region well known to be susceptible to MR dropout effects, this region may be difficult to ascertain in group studies (Kriegeskorte et al., 2007) . In addition, those other studies used face individuation tasks that significantly differed in methodology from that used here; Kriegeskorte et al. (2007) used an anomaly-detection task with infrequent deviations in sequential image presentation, while Nestor et al. (2008) used a challenging face individuation task based on face fragment stimuli. We did, however, find regions that produced face-greater-than-object activation during individuation that are considered part of the extended face-processing network,
suPPleMentary MaterIal
The main study investigated BOLD activation in three ROIs, the FFA, OFA, and LOC, determined from the passive viewing localizer task. Here, we present the results from the whole brain analysis of the individuation task.
data analysIs analysIs of IndIvIduatIon task whole braIn actIvIty
The data from the peak response of the HRF for faces, watches, and objects from each of the 15 participants were analyzed using a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with stimulus (fixed effect) and subject (random effect) as factors. We restricted analysis to voxels that produced a significant main effect of stimulus (P ≤ 0.010 uncorrected). To correct that statistics for multiple comparisons, a voxel-clusterthreshold correction was used with parameters based on a Monte Carlo simulation (Forman et al., 1995) . The cluster-threshold correction required a voxelwise threshold of P ≤ 0.005 within a volume of at least 351 μl (13 contiguous voxels) to yield an effective alpha ≤ 0.050.
results
IndIvIduatIon task
The central ROI-based analysis revealed that faces, watches, and diverse object produced virtually identical activation within the FFA in the individuation task. Here, we describe differences in activation observed during the individuation task throughout the rest of the brain for the contrast between the faces, watches, and diverse object stimuli. These results are shown in Figure S1 . Table S1 describes the regional activation observed in the individuation task. Faces produced greater activation than watches during the individuation task within a limited number of posterior regions located primarily in the right hemisphere. However, faces did not produce any regions of greater activity relative to objects. We observed many more regions active for watches and objects relative to faces in the individuation task. These were distributed primarily as bilateral activation of posterior temporal, parietal, and occipital areas, but also included left hemisphere superior dorsolateral prefrontal cortical areas. Note the substantial watch and object greater than face activation located bilaterally in fusiform and occipital regions surrounding the FFA (see Figure 2 in main text for FFA). These regions are commonly activated in object processing studies (c.f. Haxby et al., 2001; Downing et al., 2006; Reddy and Kanwisher, 2006; Spiridon et al., 2006) . The only noteworthy differences seen between objects and watches relative to faces was that watches produced greater activation than faces bilaterally in dorsolateral frontal cortex, whereas no differences were observed in frontal areas between objects and faces. In the direct contrast between watches and objects, the only significant difference that was observed was objects greater than watches activation in the right angular gyrus/inferior parietal lobule region.
FIguRe S1 | Whole brain activation results for faces and watches in the individuation task. Color bars indicate percent signal change differences. Red to yellow colors indicates regions where faces produced greater activation than watches. Blue colors indicate regions where watches produced greater activation than faces. All activation differences corrected to alpha ≤ 0.05. Activation is shown on averaged structural anatomical scans from all 15 participants. (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988 
